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Abstract

A hybrid method is proposed to predict the noise radiated in the high-frequency range by a structure whose vibratory

behavior is rather in the low-frequency range. This problem meets for instance when the structure radiates inside some

closed acoustical spaces. The proposed approach is called hybrid as it couples two methods valid on different frequency

bands respectively used for the structural and acoustical systems. Low-frequency structural approaches generally provide

the velocity field on the vibrating surface while methods adapted to high-frequency acoustical studies are based on energy

data: so the main difficulty for the coupling is a problem of data compatibility. In the proposed hybrid method, the

radiated noise is predicted by using the radiative energy transfer method which is an energy boundary integral method

basically equivalent to the known ray-tracing method for acoustic applications. Adequate equivalent energy sources are

estimated on the surface of the vibrating structure from the surface pressure and velocity fields. These sources are then

introduced in the integral equation of the radiative energy transfer method. The approach is applied to predict the

radiation of a ribbed plate sandwiched between two absorbant panels: good agreement is observed with the results given by

the boundary element method. Generally speaking, the hybrid method can be considered to apply the radiative energy

transfer method for high-frequency acoustical predictions from the knowledge of the vibratory behavior of a structure.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The prediction of sound radiation from the surface of a vibrating structure has given rise to the development
of various vibroacoustic methods depending on the context and depending on the frequency. The finite
element method (FEM) [1] can be used to solve both the structural and acoustical problems but it requires that
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Nomenclature

c speed of sound
d ¼ jq0 � qj distance between the source points q

and q0

g Green’s function
G kernel function for energy density
H kernel function for energy intensity
I acoustical intensity
In normal intensity
j imaginary number such that j2 ¼ �1
k complex wavenumber
k0 real part of the complex wavenumber
m atmospheric attenuation factor
np, np0 , nq , nq0 unit outward normal at point p, p0,

q, q0

p sound pressure
p, p0, q, q0, s source position
r, r0 source–receiver distance
r receiver position
Rpp pressure cross-spectral density
Rgg acceleration cross-spectral density
Rgp intensity cross-spectral density

Re real part of a complex number
S vibrating surface
u, u0 unit vector from a source point to the

receiver point
W acoustical energy density
a absorption coefficient
gn normal acceleration
G boundary surface of O
r0 air density
s surface source located on G
sf fictitious source located on G
se equivalent source located on S

spp pressure source located on S

sgg velocity source located on S

sgp intensity source located on S

y, y0 angle between the direction of emission
u, u0 and the outward normal np, np0 at
point p, p0

Y emission angle from the source point q
o angular frequency
O acoustical domain
� conjugate of a complex number
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all the three-dimensional fluid domain surrounding the structure be discretized. The boundary element method
(BEM) [2] is generally preferred especially for free-field radiation problems as the radiated field depends in this
case on the surface fields, and thus only the problem’s boundaries need to be discretized. For many
applications, the vibratory field originates from a FEM analysis and the BEM is then used to compute the
radiated field. Nevertheless, even with the BEM, the number of mesh points increases dramastically as the
frequency increases and both methods lead to large computional times.

To overcome this problem, several energy methods have emerged to extend the vibroacoustic predictions to
higher frequency bands. Viktorovitch [3,4] obtains integral formulations over the product of the classical
displacement variable from the classical integral equations. In another way, a BEM based on energy quantities
is developed by Guyader [5–8], Kim and Ih [9–11], and Wang et al. [12,13]. Guyader derives an integral
equation for frequency averaged quadratic pressure on the assumption of statistical independence of Green’s
function and boundary pressure and velocity of the radiating object. Three kinds of sources are introduced
including cross contributions, the cross velocity source (FACV), the cross intensity source (FACI), and the
cross pressure source (FACP). Similar formulations and sources are used in the simplified BEM developed by
Kim and Ih: one main difference is that the correlation coefficient between two different surface points is
assumed to be small enough so that cross contributions between two different points be neglected. Besides, the
non-uniqueness problem which still appears in the integral equation developed by Guyader is removed in
the simplified BEM. It is found that the mesh size is larger than with the BEM, and the assembling time of the
method is quite small compared with the BEM. One similarity between these energy methods and the BEM is
that specific boundary integral equations must be solved firstly to get the acoustical field at any point of the
acoustic domain. The solving of these equations is particularly time-consuming as it involves the inversion of a
complex fully populated matrix. For interior problems or when the vibrating structure is located inside a
complex acoustical domain with many boundaries, the CPU-time for this inversion is all the higher as all the
boundaries must be discretized leading to huge matrix to invert. In general, field point processing is quite fast
for a reasonable number of points.
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Some other methods based on energy quantities have emerged to study the noise radiated by a vibrating
structure in an unbounded medium. The energy boundary element method (EBEM) developed by Wang et al.
[12,13] converts the phase dependent variables of the BEM into the acoustic intensity boundary conditions by
applying an ensemble averaging operator on the BEM integral equations. The intensity boundary conditions
originates from an energy finite element analysis (EFEA) to compute the structural vibration of the structure.
As in the simplified BEM, surface sources are incoherent and the cross terms are zero. Recently, the equivalent
source method [14–16] has also been extended by Herrin et al. [17] on the basis of energy considerations. In the
energy source simulation method (ESSM), a set of energy sources is introduced and their strengths are found
by minimizing the difference between a specified intensity boundary condition on the surface of the vibrating
structure and the energy field generated by the sources. One limitation with the ESSM as with the simplified
BEM is that the directivity characteristics of the energy field are not reproduced due to the uncorrelation
assumption.

This paper focuses on the prediction of the noise radiated in the high-frequency range by a structure
vibrating in the low-frequency range. For a structure vibrating inside a closed enclosure with pure-tone
excitation, only few vibratory modes for the structure are likely to be excited such that its vibratory behavior
lies in the low-frequency range and can be determined using standard methods generally based on modal
approaches. However, depending in particular on the size of the cavity, the number of acoustical modes
excited inside the enclosure is likely to be high such that the acoustical behavior of this same structure lies no
longer in the high-frequency range. Thus, the method proposed in this paper to solve such a problem is called
hybrid as it couples two methods valid on different frequency bands. The development of hybrid approaches is
quite recent: amongst, the work of Langley and Bremner [18] for the study of complex dynamic systems is a
hybrid method between a determinist approach and the statistical energy analysis (SEA), and the works of Lee
et al. [19] and of Jayachandra and Bonhila [20] for vibroacoustic applications are, respectively, based on the
coupling between the energy finite element method (EFEM) or the SEA for vibratory study and the BEM or
acoustic modal summation for acoustics. In the hybrid approach proposed in this paper for a structural/
acoustic system, the vibratory behavior of the structure is assumed to be known from modal analysis or from
experiment, and the radiative energy transfer method is involved for high-frequency acoustical studies. The
main equations of this method are exposed in Section 1, and the hybrid method is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 is dedicated to numerical and experimental validations of the approach in the case of a free ribbed
rectangular plate sandwiched between two absorbant panels.

2. Radiative energy transfer equations

2.1. General form of the equations for three-dimensional systems

The radiative energy transfer method is a ray method which relies on an integral equation on energy. It is
particularly well-suited for high-frequency applications and has already been successfully applied to the
structure–acoustic coupling above the critical frequency for plane structures [21] and to the determination of
SPL in rooms [22]. Further developments are also proposed in other energy methods dedicated to room
acoustics [23]. This method is based on energy local quantities which are the energy density W and the
intensity I. Three assumptions are necessary to derive the energy model: the acoustical medium is assumed to
be isotropic and homogeneous, evanescent and near-field waves are neglected, and finally, interferences
between propagative waves are neglected. In this method, energy fields are considered as the superposition of
actual and fictitious sources [24]. With only surface sources of power s (W=m2) located at p on the surface G,
the energy density at any receiver point r inside the domain O is expressed as

W ðrÞ ¼

Z
G
sðp; uÞGðp; rÞdG (1)

and the corresponding intensity is

IðrÞ ¼

Z
G
sðp; uÞHðp; rÞdG, (2)
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where u is the unit vector from the source point p to the receiver point r. G and H are the kernel functions for
energy quantities

Gðs; rÞ ¼
e�mr

4pcr2
, (3)

c is the speed of sound, m is the atmospheric attenuation factor, and r ¼ jr� sj is the source–receiver distance.
The kernel function H for intensity can be related to the kernel function G for energy density by a
proportionality relationship valid for propagative waves,

Hðs; rÞ ¼ cGðs; rÞu. (4)

The fields W and I respect the local power balance in steady-state conditions. Eqs. (1) and (2) are the
fundamental integral equations of the radiative energy transfer method for three-dimensional systems.

2.2. Source partitioning for the hybrid method

In the scope of the proposed hybrid method, the surface sources are divided into two contributions which
are, respectively, called equivalent and fictitious sources. The equivalent sources are introduced on the surface
S of the vibrating structure to reproduce its acoustical radiation behavior. The fictitious sources depend on the
acoustical environment of the structure and are introduced on the overall domain boundary G including the
surface S itself to model phenomena such as reflection and eventually diffraction. The energy density at any
receiver point r is therefore the sum of two contributions, one coming from the equivalent sources of power se

(W=m2) located at q on S, and one coming from the fictitious sources of power sf (W=m2) located at p on G
(Fig. 1),

W ðrÞ ¼

Z
S

seðq; uÞGðq; rÞdS þ

Z
G
sf ðp; uÞGðp; rÞdG (5)

and the corresponding intensity is

IðrÞ ¼

Z
S

seðq; uÞHðq; rÞdS þ

Z
G
sf ðp; uÞHðp; rÞdG. (6)

Eqs. (5) and (6) are the fundamental integral equations of the hybrid method based on the radiative energy
transfer method. The hybrid method can be divided into three steps to compute the equivalent sources se, then
the fictitious sources sf , and finally the acoustical field. Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of these steps which
are described in the following sections.

3. Introduction of equivalent energy sources

The key point of the hybrid method is to approximate the vibratory field by a set of equivalent acoustical
sources which are intended to reproduce the far-field radiated noise (Fig. 2(a)). These sources depend on the
surface vibrational velocity.
Fig. 1. Source partitioning for the hybrid method: the acoustical field at point r is given by superimposing the contribution from the

equivalent sources se at q on S and the contribution from the fictitious sources sf at p on G.
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Fig. 2. The three steps of the hybrid method: (a) the first step is the computation of equivalent sources se introduced at q on the vibrating

surface S intended to reproduce its free field radiation; (b) the second step is the computation of fictitious sources sf introduced at p on the

domain boundary G (including S) to model phenomena such as reflection; and (c) the third and last step is the computation of the

acoustical field at point r by summing all the source contributions.
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3.1. Amplitude of the equivalent sources

In the decomposition of Eqs. (5) and (6), the term sf includes all the effects due to reflection and diffraction
of rays hitting the surface at p. So, the evaluation of the radiation term se can be done by eliminating the
remote obstacles or, in other words, by considering the structure S as if radiating in the free field.

3.1.1. Acoustical energy radiated in the free field

The noise radiated by an arbitrary vibrating structure is given by the Helmholtz–Kirchhoff integral
equation which relates the normal acceleration gn at point q on the surface S of the structure to the radiated
sound pressure field p at any receiver point r in the surrounding acoustical fluid [25],

pðrÞ ¼

Z
S

r0gnðqÞgðq; rÞ þ pðqÞ
qgðq; rÞ

qn
dS. (7)

r0 denotes the fluid density, q=qn means the derivative in the direction of the outward normal nq at point q.
gðq; rÞ ¼ e�jkr=4pr is the free field Green’s function, r ¼ jr� qj is the source–receiver distance and k is the complex
wavenumber expressed as k ¼ k0 � jm=2 where k0 ¼ o=c. The time-averaged acoustic energy density W is

W ðrÞ ¼
jpðrÞj2

2r0c2
. (8)

Thus, introducing Eq. (7) into Eq. (8), the energy density is given by

W ðrÞ ¼

Z Z
S�S

1

2r0c2
pðqÞp�ðq0Þ

qgðq; rÞ

qn

qg�ðq0; rÞ

qn
dS0 dS

þ

Z Z
S�S

r0
2c2

gnðqÞ g
�
nðq
0Þgðq; rÞ g�ðq0; rÞdS0 dS

þRe

Z Z
S�S

1

c2
gnðqÞp

�ðq0Þgðq; rÞ
qg�ðq0; rÞ

qn
dS0 dS

� �
, ð9Þ

where � denotes the conjugate quantity.
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3.1.2. Ensemble averaging

The transition from low frequencies to high frequencies requires to remove all the microscopic details of the
evolution of the energy in Eq. (9). These details are irrelevant for a macroscopic prediction and can be
considered as unpredictable. This is done by introducing an ensemble average operator (denoted h�i).
Ensemble averaging is justified by the fact that the vibroacoustic behavior of a system varies because of
the inherent uncertainties on physical and geometrical properties, all the more as the frequency increases.
Thus, ensemble averaging is commonly used in high-frequency methods, as in the EBEA [13] where, in
addition, only the cross-products taken at the same point are non-zero. Viktorovitch [3,4] introduces
randomness in the geometrical description of the structure. In this study, the surface pressure and accelera-
tion fields are considered as random variables. The randomness is introduced in the phase of these quan-
tities. Under this assumption, the Green’s functions are determinist functions. The far-field approximation is
used stating that krb1, and the difference between r and r0 is assumed to be small enough so that r ’ r0

and thus m=2ðrþ r0Þ ’ mr. It follows that the cross-products involving the Green’s functions can be
simplified (Appendix A). Finally, under these conditions and noting that hW i is a real quantity, three
kinds of boundary sources with amplitudes spp, sgg and spg are found: these sources are, respectively,
called pressure source, velocity source and intensity source. The acoustic energy density due to their
contributions is

hW ðrÞi ¼

Z
S

ðsppðq; rÞ þ sggðq; rÞ þ sgpðq; rÞÞGðq; rÞdS, (10)

with

sppðq; rÞ ¼ Re
k2

8pr0c
re�jk0r ðu � nqÞ

Z
S

Rppðq; q
0Þ
ejk0r0

r0
ðu0 � nq0 ÞdS0

� �
, (11)

sggðq; rÞ ¼ Re
r0
8pc

re�jk0r

Z
S

Rggðq; q
0Þ
ejk0r0

r0
dS0

� �
, (12)

sgpðq; rÞ ¼ Re
�jk�

4pc
re�jk0r

Z
S

Rgpðq; q
0Þ
ejk0r0

r0
ðu0 � nq0 ÞdS0

� �
. (13)

nq (respectively nq0 ) is the unit outward normal to the surface of the structure at point q (respectively q0). u
(respectively u0) is the unit vector from the source point q (respectively q0) to the receiver point r.
Rppðq; q0Þ ¼ hpðqÞp�ðq0Þi, Rggðq; q0Þ ¼ hgnðqÞg

�
nðq
0Þi, and Rgpðq; q0Þ ¼ hgnðqÞp

�ðq0Þi are the pressure, accelera-
tion and intensity cross-spectral densities, that is the cross-correlation of two fields at points q and q0.
These equivalent sources are related to those introduced in the integral equation for frequency averaged
quadratic pressure [5–8], except that the cross-products between Green’s functions are evaluated as fre-
quency averages in the integral equation rather than ensemble averages of determinist quantities. Despite
all, frequency averaging is often considered as equivalent to ensemble averaging such that, under this
consideration, the equivalent sources as developed until now are similar to those introduced in the fre-
quency averaged quadratic pressure method. Compared to the simplified BEM [9–11], and to the EBEA
[12,13], the cross-contributions between surface fields taken at different points are not neglected as they
represent the interactions between the surface sources that lead to short-circuit effects and edge, corner and
surface modes.

3.1.3. Ray approximation

At this stage, the strengths of the equivalent sources (Eqs. (11)–(13)) depend both on the source position q

on the vibrating surface and on the position of the receiver point r. This is not in agreement with the
assumptions used in the radiative energy transfer method. Indeed, the radiative energy transfer method is a ray
method [22] which follows the geometrical acoustic laws. It is shown in Appendix B that the principle of
energy conservation inside a ray tube requires that the strength of a source involved in the radiative energy
transfer method be the same along a ray and thus only depend on the direction of emission. To introduce
equivalent sources which respect this condition, the difference of acoustical way r� r0 is estimated in the far
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Fig. 3. (a) For ray approximation, the difference of acoustical way r–r0 between q and q0 is estimated in the far field: d ¼ jq0 � qj is the

distance between the source points q and q0 and Y is the emission angle from the source point q; (b) the relation obtained D ¼ d cosY is

equivalent to the one obtained when plane waves are emitted at points q and q0.
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field. The distance from the source point q to the receiver point r is given by (Fig. 3(a))

r0
2
¼ r2 þ d2

� 2rd cosY, (14)

where d ¼ jq0 � qj is the distance between the source points q and q0 and Y is the emission angle from the
source point q. In the far field, rbd, thus the above relationship can be simplified to

r0 ’ r� d cosY. (15)

This relation is strictly similar to the one obtained under the assumption that plane waves are emitted at
points q and q0 (Fig. 3(b)). Finally, in the far field r ’ r0 and the amplitudes spp, sgg and spg can be
written as

sppðq; uÞ ¼ Re
k2

8pr0c
ðu � nqÞ

2

Z
S

Rppðq; q
0Þe�jk0d cosY dS0

� �
, (16)

sggðq; uÞ ¼ Re
r0
8pc

Z
S

Rggðq; q
0Þe�jk0d cosY dS0

� �
, (17)

sgpðq; uÞ ¼ Re
�jk�

4pc
ðu � nqÞ

Z
S

Rgpðq; q
0Þe�jk0d cosY dS0

� �
. (18)

Thus modified, the amplitudes of the equivalent sources only depend on the direction of emision u, and more
precisely they depend on the angle y between the direction u and the outward normal nq at the source position
q. These sources are adapted to the implementation of the radiative energy transfer method whereby they are
introduced as actual sources on the surface of the vibrating structure.

3.2. Evaluation of the surface fields

Explicit expressions for the equivalent sources are presented in Eqs. (16)–(18). These sources depend not
only on the surface velocity field but also on the pressure surface field which is assumed to be unknown. This
problem is the same as in the BEM where the pressure at any field point is obtained from the surface pressure
and normal velocity by fieldpoint postprocessing. As discussed in the Introduction, the calculation of these
surface fields is the most expensive in terms of CPU time because it involves the inversion of a fully populated
matrix. In the same way, two boundary integral equations are derived in the BEM based on energy quantities
[5–11] where only the FACV source is known, and it is necessary to relate the FACP and the FACI sources to
this one.

In the case of the hybrid method, the strategy to adopt to estimate the pressure surface field depends on how
the velocity field is obtained. If this field is issued from experiments, a method such as the two-microphone
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method allows to measure simultaneously both the surface pressure and velocity fields. If this field is issued
from numerical calculations or from velocity measurements, it is suggested to apply the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz
equation on the domain boundary, that is the same first step as in the BEM. Let keep in mind that only the
vibrating structure as if radiating in an unbounded medium should be discretized and so the number of mesh
elements is far less than in the complete BEM where it is also necessary to mesh the acoustical environment of
this structure.

3.3. Physical interpretation of the equivalent sources

The amplitudes of the equivalent sources can be related to the normal intensity on the surface of the
vibrating structure. Let consider a sphere S� of radius � surrounding the source point q. The power dPemit

emitted by an infinitesimal surface dS surrounding q is the flux of intensity due to the source seðq; uÞdS

through a part of the sphere dS� ¼ �2da,

dPemit ¼

Z
S�

dIðqÞ � dS�

¼

Z
S�

seðq; uÞdS
e�m�

4p�2
dS�

¼
e�m�

4p
dS

Z
A

seðq; uÞda. ð19Þ

da and A, respectively, denote the infinitesimal and the total solid angle of emission. Taking the limit for small �,

dPemit ¼
1

4p
dS

Z
A

seðq; uÞda. (20)

Now, the power emitted by the infinitesimal surface dS surrounding q can also be written by means of the
normal intensity In at point q as

dPemit ¼ hInðqÞidS. (21)

Finally, the following relation between the amplitudes of the equivalent sources and the normal intensity on
the surface of the vibrating structure can be established:

hInðqÞi ¼
1

4p

Z
A

seðq; uÞda, (22)

where the integral is performed over all the directions of emission u.

4. Introduction of fictitious energy sources

Once the equivalent sources known, the vibrating structure is not considered anymore as if radiating in an
unbounded medium but the acoustical environment of the structure is taken into account. Fictitious sources
are introduced on the domain boundary where acoustical phenomena such as reflection or absorption occur
(Fig. 2(b)). Note that the domain boundary includes the vibrating structure itself and so fictitious sources are
also introduced on its surface. These sources are the new unknowns to determine, and they are predicted using
the radiative energy transfer equations given in Eqs. (1) and (2). The fictitious sources are assumed to follow
the Lambert’s law so that their amplitude sf can be written as

sf ðp; uÞ ¼ sf ðpÞ cos y, (23)

where y is the angle between the direction of emission u and the outward normal np to the fluid domain at
point p. The equation over sf is obtained by applying the power balance on the domain boundary G. In the
case of an absorbing boundary with absorption coefficient a, the relation between the emitted power and the
incident power has the form

dPemit ¼ ð1� aÞdPinc. (24)
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Let first consider the power emitted by the fictitious source at point p. As discussed in Eq. (20), the power
emitted by an infinitesimal surface dG surrounding p has the form

dPemit ¼
1

4p
dG
Z

A

sf ðp; uÞda

¼
1

4p
sf ðpÞdG

Z
A

cos yda

¼
sf ðpÞ

4
dG. ð25Þ

Then, the incident power comes both from the equivalent sources se located at q emitting in the direction u

towards p, and from the other fictitious sources sf located at p0 emitting in the direction u0 towards p (Fig. 4).
Each contribution is expressed as the flux of energy flow over the infinitesimal surface dG,

dPinc ¼

Z
S

seðq; uÞHðq; pÞ � np dS dG

þ

Z
G
sf ðp

0Þ cos y0Hðq0; pÞ � np dG0 dG. ð26Þ

y0 is the angle between the direction of emission u0 and the outward normal np0 to the fluid domain at point p0.
Finally, using Eq. (24), the equation over the unknowns sf is given by

sf ðpÞ

4
¼ ð1� aÞ

Z
S

seðq; uÞHðq; pÞ � np dS

þ ð1� aÞ
Z
G
sf ðp

0Þ cos y0Hðp0; pÞ � np dG0. ð27Þ

This equation can be related to the one introduced in Ref. [22]: the difference is that the real sources
introduced in the hybrid method are the equivalent sources se which are surface and not volumic sources.
Other equations are derived in cases of diffuse or specular reflection [26], or in the case of diffraction [27].
Eq. (27) relates the fictitious sources sf to the equivalent sources se whose formulations involve the velocity
field generally provided by a low-frequency structural approach. Hence, the equivalent sources described in
the hybrid method proposed allow to apply a high-frequency energy method from data originated from a low-
frequency method. The contributions of the fictitious sources are added to the contributions of the equivalent
sources to compute the acoustical field around a structure vibrating in any acoustical environment using
Eqs. (5) and (6) (Fig. 2(c)).

5. Example application: noise radiated by a ribbed free plate

The proposed method is illustrated by application to the case of a ribbed plate. The plate is made with cast
aluminium and its dimensions are 400mm length, 230mm width, 10mm thick at the ribs and 5mm thick
Fig. 4. Power balance at the fictitious source point p: the incident power comes from the equivalent sources at point q emitting in the

direction u towards p and from the other fictitious sources at point p0 emitting in the direction u0 towards p.
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everywhere else (Fig. 5(a)). The plate is sandwiched between two absorbant panels (Fig. 5(b)) made with foams
of thickness 25mm for the upper panel and 50mm for the lower panel. The absorption coefficients are given in
Table 1. The hybrid method is applied to predict the noise radiated by the plate at two field points in the
surrounding environment. Firstly, equivalent sources are introduced on the surface of the plate and evaluated
from the surface pressure and velocity fields which are measured using the two-microphone technique for this
application. Secondly, fictitious sources located on the boundary of the acoustical domain are computed using
the radiative energy transfer method. Thirdly and finally, the acoustical field at the two points is given by
summing the contributions of all these sources and the result thus simulated is compared to a reference one.
These points are detailed in the following sections.

5.1. Pressure and velocity measurements on the surface of the ribbed plate

Experimental measurements are made to evaluate surface velocity and pressure fields. The sound pressure
field is scanned over two parallel planes with a 1=400 microphone receiver. This task is realized experimentally
thanks to a robotic scanning facility system which allows to move the microphone along the three coordinates
axis. A surface accelerometer located at x ¼ 20mm and y ¼ 225mm from the right top corner of the plate
gives the reference signal for phase measurements. Data from the microphone and from the accelerometer are
collected with a FFT analyzer connected to a computer which provides the data recording. The ribbed plate is
suspended to a frame approximating free boundary conditions. The experiment consists in driving a shaker
located behind the plate with a white noise in a bandwith from 0 to 5 kHz. The computer did record the power
spectrum from the microphone and from the accelerometer, as well as the real and imaginary part of the
transfer function between pressure and acceleration for 201 equispaced frequencies on the whole frequency
band, which means a resolution of 25Hz. Two measurement planes are chosen so that the particle velocity
Z

X Y

O

P2

P1

Fig. 5. (a) Ribbed plate used for the experiments; (b) for numerical simulations, the plate is sandwiched between two absorbant panels.

Table 1

Absorption coefficient versus frequency

Octave band ðHzÞ Absorption coefficient

(a) For the upper absorbant panel made with foam of thickness 25mm

125 0.14

250 0.30

500 0.63

1000 0.91

2000 0.98

4000 0.91

(b) For the lower panel made with foam of thickness 50mm [28]

125 0.35

250 0.51

500 0.82

1000 0.98

2000 0.97

4000 0.95
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midway between them can be calculated. The distance between the plate and the first measurement plane is
10mm and the distance between the two measurement planes is 10mm. These distance are small enough to
consider that surface fields are measured by this way. Both measurement planes are centered on the center of
the plate. The microphone is positioned at the first point in the left bottom corner of the first plane parallel to
the plate. Data are saved and the microphone is moved perpendicularly to the plate so that data on the second
measurement plane be saved. Proceeding the same way, the microphone is moved vertically taking data every
10mm along the first line for both measurement planes. When the microphone has completed a vertical line, it
is moved parallel to the plate and a second vertical scan is performed. The spacing between measurement
points is always 10mm which is suitable for measurements up to 5 kHz according to the criteria of 6 elements
per wavelength.

The measurement of the pressure field on two parallel closely spaced planes allows to compute the gradient,
and then the particle velocity. The sound pressure on the two measurement planes is given by

p1ðtÞ ¼ p1e
jðotþf1Þ, ð28Þ

p2ðtÞ ¼ p2e
jðotþf2Þ, ð29Þ

where p1 and p2 are the pressure amplitudes and f1 and f2 are the pressure phases, respectively, on the first
and the second measurement plane. o is the angular frequency. The pressure midway between the
measurement planes is given by

pðtÞ ¼
ðp1ðtÞ þ p2ðtÞÞ

2
(30)

and the particle velocity midway between the measurement planes is given by

uðtÞ ¼ uejðotþfuÞ, (31)

u ¼
1

r0Dro

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
1 þ p2

2 � 2p1p2 cosðf1 � f2Þ

q
(32)

fu ¼ argððp1 sinf1 � p2 sinf2Þ þ jðp2 cosf2 � p1 cosf1ÞÞ, (33)

where r0 is the density of air and Dr is the distance between the measurement planes. The maps presented on
Fig. 6 show the pressure (a) and the velocity (b) fields measured over the plate at 2500Hz.

5.2. The equivalent sources

The first step of the hybrid method is to introduce equivalent sources intended to reproduce the noise
radiated by the vibrating structure that is the plate in this application. For that purpose, only the plate is firstly
taken into account without its acoustical environment. Each equivalent source is the sum of three
Fig. 6. (a) Pressure in Pa and (b) velocity in mm/s measured by the two-microphone method on the ribbed plate surface. The frequency is

2500Hz.
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contributions corresponding respectively to a pressure source, a velocity source and an intensity source. The
amplitude and directivity are evaluated using Eqs. (16)–(18) from the measured surface fields. For this
purpose, the cross-products between surface fields that are experimentally obtained every 25Hz from 0 to
5 kHz are frequency-averaged within each frequency band. For instance, for the third-octave centered on
2500Hz with lower frequency limit 2250Hz and upper frequency limit 2800Hz, ensemble averaging is
performed over 23 data sets. The noise radiated in the free field by the plate is given by superimposing the
contributions of the equivalent sources. To check the validity of these sources, the result thus obtained is
compared to the BEM result for two configurations. Comparisons are carried out on a line perpendicular to
the plate depicted on Fig. 7(a), and on a half-sphere of radius 3m centered on the center of the plate.
Calculations are carried out on the third-octave band centered on 2500Hz: BEM results that are obtained at
pure tone frequencies every 10Hz between 2250Hz and 2800Hz are frequency-averaged within this band
while analysis with the equivalent sources are performed at the central frequency of the band. Figs. 7(b) and 8,
respectively, present the SPL along the line and the maps of the SPL on the half-sphere computed from the
equivalent sources and from the BEM. Results obtained with the two numerical methods are very similar.
Besides, the directivity characteristics of the radiated field are well reproduced.
5.3. The fictitious sources

The equivalent sources are now used to compute the acoustical field around the vibrating structure in any
environment. This is the second step of the hybrid method. Fictitious sources are introduced on the domain
boundary, that is the absorbant panels and the plate itself which is a perfectly reflecting surface. The
amplitudes of these sources are derived from the radiative transfer energy equations. The SPL is computed at
two points between the absorbant panels located at ð�1:6; 0:2; 0:1Þm, ð2; 0:2; 0:1Þm in the frame of the plate
(Fig. 5(b)). BEM results are used as a reference to check the validity of the method. Calculations are carried
out on four octave bands respectively centered on 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000Hz: in the same way as previously,
BEM results that are obtained at pure tone frequency every 50Hz are frequency-averaged within each band
while analysis with the radiative transfer energy method are performed at the central frequency of the band.
The number of elements in the BEM model is chosen to check the conventional criteria of 6 elements per
wavelength which leads to about 5000 elements, and the number of elements for the radiative transfer energy
method is about 200. Computed results are shown in Fig. 9. The proposed method leads to a large 15 dB error
on the lower frequency band. Indeed, the number of modes on this frequency band is not high enough to be in
the high-frequency range and thus the proposed method is not valid. For the upper frequency bands, good
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Fig. 7. (a) Calculations of the sound pressure level along a line from the center of the ribbed plate when vibrating in free field;

(b) comparison of the sound pressure level in dB (ref: 2� 10�5 Pa) along the line computed with the BEM (��) and with the

equivalent sources (—–). Calculations are carried out on the third-octave band centered on 2500Hz.
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Fig. 8. Sound pressure level in dB (ref: 2� 10�5 Pa) on a half-sphere of radius 3m surrounding the ribbed plate when vibrating in free

field, computed (a) with the BEM and (b) with the equivalent sources. Calculations are carried out on the third-octave band centered on

2500Hz.

Fig. 9. Sound pressure level in dB (ref: 2� 10�5 Pa) (a) at point ð�1:6; 0:2; 0:1Þm and (b) at point ð2; 0:2; 0:1Þm in the plate frame: the

upper curve presents the BEM result at pure tone frequency every 50Hz between 350 and 5650Hz, the lower curve compares the BEM

result frequency-averaged on octave band (’) to the hybrid result (&) for 4 octave bands respectively centered on 500, 1000, 2000 and

4000Hz.
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agreement between the two methods is observed. The computation times on a 2:53GHz Pentium 4 are,
respectively, about 10 s for calculations at the two points and on one octave band with the energy method, and
about 20min for calculations at the two points and at a fixed frequency with the BEM. Thus computation
times are seriously reduced, all the more as only one calculation over each frequency band is carried out with
the energy method.

6. Conclusion

A method is proposed to predict the noise radiated by a vibrating structure in the high-frequency range
using the radiative energy transfer method. Equivalent energy sources well suited for the implementation of
the method are introduced on the surface of the structure. The amplitudes of these energy sources depend both
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on the source position and on the direction of emission. Analytical formulations involving the cross-spectral
densities of the surface fields are derived from the computation of the ensemble average of the acoustical
energy density. Thus, three kinds of equivalent sources, respectively, called pressure, velocity and intensity
sources are introduced. Once these equivalent sources known, the noise radiated by a vibrating structure with
any acoustical environment such as an open or a closed enclosure can be predicted using the radiative energy
transfer method. The main interest of the radiative energy transfer method is that calculations are performed
on frequency bands and with quite a coarser mesh compared to classical methods based on finite elements such
that computational times are seriously reduced. Finally, the hybrid method appears as a tool to couple any
approach providing the vibratory behavior of a structure to the radiative energy transfer method to predict the
noise radiated in the high-frequency range.
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Appendix A

This appendix details the formulations of the cross-products involving the Green’s function as obtained to
get Eqs. (11)–(13). The Green’s function is given by

gðq; rÞ ¼
e�jkr

4pr
(A.1)

and its normal derivative

qgðq; rÞ

qn
¼ � jk þ

1

r

� �
e�jkr

4pr

qr

qn
, (A.2)

where

qr

qn
¼ u � nq. (A.3)

Under these considerations, the cross-products g � g�, qg=qn � qg�=qn and g � qg�=qn are, respectively, written as

gðq; rÞg�ðq0; rÞ ¼
e�jðkr�k�r0Þ

16p2rr0

¼
e�jk0ðr�r0Þe�m=2ðrþr0Þ

16p2rr0
, ðA:4Þ

qgðq; rÞ

qn

qg�ðq0; rÞ

qn
¼ jk þ

1

r

� �
�jk� þ

1

r0

� �
e�jðkr�k�r0Þ

16p2rr0
ðu0 � nq0 Þðu � nqÞ

¼ � jk þ
1

r

� �
�jk� þ

1

r0

� �
e�jk0ðr�r0Þe�m=2ðrþr0Þ

16p2rr0
ðu0 � nq0 Þðu � nqÞ, ðA:5Þ

gðq; rÞ
qg�ðq0; rÞ

qn
¼ � �jk� þ

1

r0

� �
e�jðkr�k�r0Þ

16p2rr0
ðu0 � nq0 Þ

¼ � �jk� þ
1

r0

� �
e�jk0ðr�r0Þe�m=2ðrþr0Þ

16p2rr0
ðu0 � nq0 Þ. ðA:6Þ

Using the far-field assumption which states that krb1, r ’ r0 and thus m=2ðrþ r0Þ ’ mr, the previous
equations can be simplified as

gðq; rÞg�ðq; rÞ ’
e�jk0ðr�r0Þe�mr

16p2rr0
, (A.7)
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qgðq; rÞ

qn

qg�ðq0; rÞ

qn
’ k2 e

�jk0ðr�r0Þe�mr

16p2rr0
ðu0 � nq0 Þðu � nqÞ, (A.8)

gðq; rÞ
qg�ðq0; rÞ

qn
’ jk�

e�jk0ðr�r0Þe�mr

16p2rr0
ðu0 � nq0 Þ. (A.9)

Appendix B

This appendix is concerned with the formulation of the acoustical energy density or intensity for a problem
which is solved using geometrical acoustics modelling. Sound waves are assumed to propagate like rays, and
the principles of geometrical acoustics specify the linear variation of phase along a ray and the energy
conservation inside a ray tube. The field amplitude is predicted using the energy conservation law. Let consider
a wavefront defined by the radius of curvature r1 in the xy-plane and r2 in the xz-plane (Fig. 10). On the
wavefront at a distance r (resp. rþ dr), the radius of curvature are r1 þ r and r2 þ r (resp. r1 þ rþ dr et
r2 þ rþ dr). An infinitesimal ray tube crossing the wavefronts define on each of them an infinitesimal
curvilinear rectangle and the power between the two rectangles is conserved. The ingoing power crossing the
first wavefront at the distance r is written as

dPin ¼ IðrÞdSðrÞ, (B.1)

where I is the acoustical intensity and dSðrÞ ¼ ðr1 þ rÞ ðr2 þ rÞ sin ydydf is the surface of the rectangle
described on the wavefront. In the same way, the outgoing power crossing the second wavefront at the
distance rþ dr can be written as

dPout ¼ Iðrþ drÞdSðrþ drÞ, (B.2)

with dSðrþ drÞ ¼ ðr1 þ rþ drÞðr2 þ rþ drÞ sin ydydf. A dissipation term proportional to the ingoing
intensity through a coefficient m represents the energy loss by unit length. Thus, the outgoing power is
expressed as

dPout ¼ Iðrþ drÞðr1 þ rþ drÞðr2 þ rþ drÞ sin ydydf

þmIðrÞðr1 þ rÞðr2 þ rÞdr sin ydydf. ðB:3Þ

The conservation of energy means that dPin ¼ dPout, and the following differential equation taking into
account only the first-order terms can be written:

dI

dr
þ

1

r1 þ r
þ

1

r2 þ r

� �
IðrÞ þmIðrÞ ¼ 0, (B.4)

with the solution,

IðrÞ ¼ Ið0Þ
r1r2

ðr1 þ rÞðr2 þ rÞ
e�mr. (B.5)

r1 ¼ r2 for spherical waves, r2 !1 for cylindrical waves and r1!1, r2!1 for plane waves. Writing
Eq. (B.5) as IðrÞ ¼ sHðrÞ (Eq. (2)), the amplitude of the fictitious source s emitting the ray is constant along
the ray. Finally, to solve the vibroacoustic problem in a geometrical way, the strength of the equivalent sources
Fig. 10. Energy conservation law inside a ray tube between r and rþ dr.
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should not depend on the distance from the source point but only on the direction of each ray which is the
direction of emission.
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